Certificate in ESOL International
RQF Level: Entry Level 1
(CEFR Level: A1)
Speaking & Listening
Interlocutor Booklet
SAMPLE 1

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CENTRES:
This examination takes approximately 15 minutes, including time for
providing instructions and checking ID.

PLEASE NOTE:
This examination is conducted with TWO candidates.

Guidelines to the Interlocutor:
 Each Candidate’s photographic ID must be checked and their identity confirmed prior to
the start of the examination.
 The Interlocutor should ensure that the Candidates adhere to the guideline times by using
a silent clock or stopwatch. If Candidates significantly exceed the stated time, the
Interlocutor should prompt them gently and politely to move onto the next question/task.
 Where the Interlocutor Booklet dictates the exact words to be read aloud to the
Candidates, the Interlocutor should follow the script.
 Where the Interlocutor Booklet allows deviation from the specified script, the Interlocutor
should ensure that the language used is at a level appropriate to the examination.
 The script delivery should be appropriate to the Candidates’ level – at Entry 1 (A1), the
Interlocutor should speak slowly and clearly in short sentences emphasising key words.
 The Interlocutor should not echo or rephrase Candidates’ answers.
 The Interlocutor should not correct Candidates’ mistakes.
 The Interlocutor should not suggest answers, provide vocabulary or expand on Candidates’
responses to them.
 The Interlocutor should keep their own input to a minimum and give Candidates the
maximum opportunity to speak and finish their sentences.
 The Interlocutor should not give any indication of the Candidates’ performance, for
example ‘fine’, ‘good’ or ‘that’s great’. ‘Thank you’ is the preferred response.
 The Interlocutor should maintain a friendly and relaxed approach at all times, to enable the
Candidates to perform to the maximum of their ability.
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Before you start reading the Interlocutor script, activate the recording
equipment.
The recording equipment is NOT to be switched off at any point during the
examination.

Follow the script below shown in bold. Instructions to the Interlocutor are shown in [italics and

brackets].








Test level: Entry 1 / A1
Test version: SAMPLE 1
Test date and time
Test Centre name [including name of satellite location, if applicable]
Interlocutor’s name
[if Examination Observer is present] Examination Observer’s name

Candidate A: [insert name and date of birth of Candidate A]
Candidate B: [insert name and date of birth of Candidate B]
The spoken assessment consists of four tasks.
In the first task, you will each hear a short recording and answer some questions.
In the second task, you will each speak about your topic and answer some questions.
In the third task, you will respond to three situations each.
In the final task, we will have a conversation together.
Do you have any questions before we start the first task?

[Wait for 5 seconds].
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Task 1: Listening for Information
Guide time: approx. 5 minutes
In this task you will listen to one short recording each and then answer some questions. You
will hear each recording twice. You can make notes here [point to the section in the Candidate
Materials] if you want to.

[Insert name of Candidate A], you will go first and [Insert name of Candidate B], you will go
second.

[Insert name of Candidate A], I am going to play the first recording. The first question is:


Is this message an invitation?

Now listen to the recording. [Play the recording]

[Recording script: Hi Mum, it’s Tom here. We are having a dinner party tomorrow night and I
hope you can come. We will have a nice meal and Anna is cooking your favourite – chicken. We
will start at 7 o’clock. See you tomorrow, bye!]
[Insert name of Candidate A],


Is this message an invitation? [Wait for a response for 5 seconds. If there is no

response, repeat the question once, if there is still no response, move on.]

Now, listen again and then answer these three questions:




Who is the message for?
What is for dinner?
What time does the party start?

[If necessary, allow Candidate A time between questions to make notes]
Now listen to the recording again. [Play the recording again]

[Insert name of Candidate A],


Who is the message for? [For each question, wait for a response for 5 seconds. If there




What is for dinner?
What time does the party start?

is no response, repeat the question once, if there is still no response, move on.]
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[Insert name of Candidate B], I am going to play the second recording. The first question is:


Is this message an invitation?

Now listen to the recording. [Play the recording now]

[Recording script: Hi Jack, it’s Imran. My English teacher is not well, so I have a free afternoon
on Wednesday. Do you want to see a film at the cinema? There is a good comedy on – I’d like to
see it. Maybe we can go for pizza first. Call me back!].
[Insert name of Candidate B],


Is this message an invitation? [Wait for a response for 5 seconds. If there is no

response, repeat the question once, if there is still no response, move on.]

Now, listen again and then answer these three questions:




Who is the message for?
What does Imran want to do on Wednesday?
What food does Imran suggest?

[If necessary, allow Candidate B time between questions to make notes].
Now listen to the recording again. [Play the recording again]

[Insert name of Candidate B],


Who is the message for? [For each question, wait for a response for 5 seconds. If there




What does Imran want to do on Wednesday?
What food does Imran suggest?

is no response, repeat the question once, if there is still no response, move on.]

Thank you.
This is the end of Task 1.
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Task 2: Prepared Talk
Guide time: approx. 4 minutes
In this task, you are each going to talk about your topic. You will listen to each other. When the
other Candidate has finished, you should ask a question about their talk. I will also ask a
question.

[Each Candidate should have chosen one of the following topics for their presentation]
Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5

My best friend.
My English class.
Where I live.
My hobby.
A place I love.

[Insert name of Candidate A], what is your topic? [Candidate A responds] OK, please start.
[Candidate A speaks for up to one minute. If Candidate’s talk is significantly shorter,
Interlocutor should prompt them to speak more, e.g. ‘Is there anything else you’d like to add?’]
Thank you. [Insert name of Candidate B], can you please ask your question. [Candidate B asks

their question and Candidate A responds].

Now I am going to ask you a question. [Interlocutor asks Candidate A one further question

relating to the content of the first talk. Guidance: the additional question should be open and if
possible encouraging the candidate to respond with at least one full sentence answer].
Thank you.

[Insert name of Candidate B], what is your topic? [Candidate B responds] OK, please start.
[Candidate B speaks for up to one minute. If Candidate’s talk is significantly shorter,
Interlocutor should prompt them to speak more, e.g. ‘Is there anything else you’d like to add?’]
Thank you. [Insert name of Candidate A], can you please ask your question. [Candidate A asks

their question and Candidate B responds].

Now I am going to ask you a question. [Interlocutor asks Candidate B one further question

relating to the content of the first talk. Guidance: the additional question should be open and if
possible encouraging the candidate to respond with at least one full sentence answer].
Thank you. This is the end of Task 2.
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Task 3: Reacting in Described Situations
Guide time: approx. 4 minutes
Now, I am going to describe three situations to each of you. I want you to respond with one or
two full sentences for each situation. You can ask me to repeat any of the situations.
You will have a few seconds to think about what to say for each turn. Are you ready? [wait for

the Candidates to answer].

[Insert name of Candidate A],
1. Your first situation is: You are in a shop and need to buy some bread and milk. What do
you say?

[Give the Candidate about 10 seconds to give you the answer; you can repeat the situation if
the Candidate asks you to].
[Insert name of Candidate B],
2. Your first situation is: Your friend wants to go to the cinema this weekend, but you
have other plans. What do you say?

[Give the candidate about 10 seconds to give you the answer; you can repeat the situation if
the Candidate asks you to].
[Insert name of Candidate A],
3. Your second situation is: You are in a restaurant, and you need to pay the bill. What do
you say?

[Give the candidate about 10 seconds to give you the answer; you can repeat the situation if
the Candidate asks you to]
[Insert name of Candidate B],
4. Your second situation is: You cannot come to the English class next week. Tell your
teacher.

[Give the candidate about 10 seconds to give you the answer; you can repeat the situation if
the Candidate asks you to].
[Insert name of Candidate A],
5. Your final situation is: You are at the train station, and want to buy a ticket to London.
What do you say?
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[Give the candidate about 10 seconds to give you the answer; you can repeat the situation if
the Candidate asks you to].
[Insert name of Candidate B],
6. Your final situation is: You want to invite your friend to your birthday party. What do
you say?

[Give the candidate about 10 seconds to give you the answer; you can repeat the situation if
the Candidate asks you to].
Thank you.
This is the end of Task 3.
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Task 4: Conversation
Guide time: approx. 3 minutes
This task is a conversation. We are going to talk about food.
You can use some of the following ideas or use your own. [Hand over the attached visual

prompts page overleaf].

[Allow the Candidates approximately 15 seconds to refer to the visual prompts]
I really like pizza – I have it every week. How about you? [Refer to both Candidates]

[Wait for a response for 5 seconds. If there is no response, repeat the question once, if there is
still no response, ask as different starter question.]
[Acknowledge the Candidates’ responses. Encourage the Candidates to participate in further
conversation about food and related topics by asking additional questions and commenting on
their contribution.
Possible questions for you to ask include:







How often do you cook at home?
How often do you go to a restaurant?
Where do you think is the cheapest place to shop for food?
Are you a good cook?
What do you usually eat for breakfast?
Tell me something about food from your country.

After each question, wait for a response for 5 seconds. If there is no response, repeat the
question once. If there is still no response, move on. Try to refer back to what the Candidates
have said rather than just read out the suggested questions – the aim of this part is to facilitate
a casual conversation.]
Thank you. This is the end of Task 4.
This is the end of the Speaking & Listening examination.

[Switch off the recording equipment].
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Visual Prompts for Speaking Task 4
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